
      The Date:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7PQJ2yyIvI* 

1. COOKING: Solve the anagrams (italics) and put the stages of the recipe in order (1-9) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Laying the table: Which of the objects below does the young man NOT put on the table 

 table cloth, cutlery, napkins, table mats, wine glasses, carafe, place card,  knives, candles, flower 

petals, bowl of olives, forks, water, a rose In a glass vase, lighter, spoons, ash tray,  

              Which of the above nouns are ‘uncountable’? 

 

 

3. Getting ready - getting washed           4.   Getting dressed - getting ready 

                

 

               

              

       

          

           

              

 

puts onions and chicken pieces in the  _________     (lecaorsse  sidh)     

puts casserole dish in the ____________    (nove)    

puts potatoes in a  ________________   (unapaces)    

peels a carrot with a _______________   (relepe)                  

seasons with __________________      (shreb)    

puts carrots in a __________________   (scarolees  shid)   

chops potatoes on a  _____________      (phocgnip   robad)   

chops a carrot with a _____________     (finke)    

 

 

             ____  a shower 

           _____ dried  

            _____  a shave 

he       _____  his nose and ears 

            _______his hair 

            _______his teeth    

              _____ dressed 

Choose the verb: 

brushes 

brushes 

has 

has  

gets  

gets 

cleans 

 

 

 

puts ____ trousers, socks shoes, his watch  

tries ____ different shirts 

tidies _____ his room         

cleans ______ the kitchen 

lies _____ his bed  

waits _______  his date at the table  

gives _________ waiting and decides to eat 

         

Choose the preposition :  

on, on, on, up, up, up, for 

 

 



4. At the table                                                 5.   What time does he…        

Put the stages below in order (1-7) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Memory Check:  True or False? 

 
1. In the kitchen there is a kettle next to the sink 

2. The cooker is below the kitchen cupboards 

3. The microwave is on the right of the fridge freezer 

4. In the dining room the bookshelf is on the same side of the fireplace as the lamp 

5. He places flower petals around the candle holder 

6. There is a window in the bathroom 

7. There are three pictures on his bedroom wall  (that we can see) 

8. There is a chest of drawers opposite his bed 

9. There is a television on the kitchen work surface 

10. His date’s name is Claire Wallsmith 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

the doorbell rings 

he drinks all the wine 

he eats both meals 

he lights the candles 

he receives a phone call from his date 

he looks up at the clock 

he pours gravy over the food 

 

… first lie down on his bed? 

… smell the rose? 

… clean up the kitchen? 

… light the candles? 

… receive a telephone call? 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Why could the young man not contact his date? 

                                Did the young man make a mistake?  

                                            What would you do?            

                       ©Philip NEWMAN              

 

          

 


